To: The West Briton Newspaper Letters Section.

25/9/2018

Please print this letter. It is the 6th submission and its absence in print so far
suggests there might be a media clamp – down on those expressing views on
Brexit. I hope this is not true. The letter’s appearance will dispel this.
With Thanks Stuart
Guppy…………………………………………………………………………………………
Co-ordinated efforts at Westminster to betray Brexit by former Attorney General
Dominic Grieve are highlighted by his attendance at a meeting of Remainers at, of all
places, the EU’s London headquarters, for which you and I pay !
Others attendees included Blair’s former spin doctor, Alistair Campbell; Tory and Lib
Dems all doing their best, it seems, to subvert the will of the people in the 2016
referendum. From Strasbourg, Gerard Batten reported, “ it defies belief Mr. Grieve
trying to claim he is not working to stop the UK leaving the EU. Hours after latest
attempts to derail Brexit negotiations, he just happens to be meeting with others
committed to overturning the referendum result “.
Equally worrying is the EU’s involvement in this cabal by allowing their London HQ to
be used for such purposes. It puts EU Bureaucrats at the centre of interference with
our democracy. Is this further evidence of ‘the enemy within’ working towards
overturning the peoples vote?
Subverting democracy is dangerous. Far from changing the public’s
mind, Project Fear and backroom wheeler-dealing can only polarise opinion
making us even more determined to leave the corrupt and damaging EU.
It destroys trust by the public for our democratic system.
If MPs such as Chuka Umunna and Anna Soubry believe yet another pro-remain
political party helps their cause, they are badly mistaken. Outside the London
bubble, millions of us are resolutely behind the referendum result.
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